ESG Matters Limited – STEM Project Intern (ESG20SPI)

Job duties:
• Provide end-users technical support and conduct troubleshooting on software
• Maintain technical procedures and documentation to ensure smooth system operation
• Support system testing, implementation, and training activities across the region
• Collaborate with design and front-end teams for web development
• Other ad-hoc tasks as assigned

Requirements:
• Local students who are studying from recognized Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Bachelor’s Degree
• Experience of working in ESG/SDG related environment is an advantage
• Experience of dealing with multinational companies is preferred
• Good communications and interpersonal skills
• Able to work independently, self-motivated and well-organised
• Good command of English and Putonghua

Interested parties please quote the relevant reference and send a full resume with the expected salary by email to: jobs@esgmatters.asia.